
COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY 
BEFORE THE PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION 

 
 

In the Matter of: 
 
ELECTRONIC APPLICATION OF PEOPLES RURAL  ) 
TELEPHONE COOPERATIVE CORPORATION, INC. ) CASE NO.  2017-00085 
FOR A GENERAL ADJUSTMENT IN RATES    ) 
 

APPLICATION 
 

  Applicant Peoples Rural Telephone Cooperative Corporation, Inc. (“PRTC”), by counsel, 

pursuant to KRS 278.180, 807 KAR 5:001, Sections 14 and 16, and 807 KAR 5:011, Section 6, 

and consistent with the Public Service Commission of the Commonwealth of Kentucky’s (the 

“Commission”) May 29, 2013 order in Case No. 2013-00190 (the “2013 Rate Floor Order”) as 

well as with PRTC’s November 26, 2014 rate floor proceeding in Case No. 2014-00305 and its 

April 14, 2016 rate floor proceeding in Case No. 2016-00044, files this application (the 

“Application”) for authority to adjust its rates and charges for basic local exchange service and 

gives notice of its intention to increase the same rates and charges no later than June 1, 2017. 

INTRODUCTION 

This Application for a rate increase is necessitated by an order from the Federal 

Communications Commission (“FCC”) that fundamentally alters the cost structure of providing 

telecommunications services in high-cost rural areas, like those PRTC serves.  See In the Matter 

of Connect America Fund et al., Report and Order and Further Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, 

FCC 11-161 (Nov 18, 2011) (“ICC/USF Order”).  For decades prior to the ICC/USF Order, high-

cost carriers had received subsidies from the federal government’s “Universal Service Fund” 

(“USF”).  Those USF subsidies were intended to fulfill the Federal Communications Act’s 

requirement that “[c]onsumers in all regions of the Nation, including . . . those in rural, insular, 
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and high cost areas, should have access to telecommunications and information services . . . that 

are available at rates that are reasonably comparable to rates charged for similar services in urban 

areas.”  47 U.S.C. § 254(b)(3).  The FCC found, however, that many rural consumers were 

paying rates that were less than those paid by consumers in urban areas.  ICC/USF Order at 

¶ 235.  In consequence, the FCC’s ICC/USF Order sets a rate floor equal to the national average 

of local rates plus state regulated fees.  Id. at ¶ 238.  The ICC/USF Order also “limit[s] high-cost 

support where local end-user rates plus state regulated fees” do not meet that national rate floor; 

those carriers’ federal subsidies will be reduced “on a dollar-for-dollar basis . . . , to the extent 

that [the] carrier’s local rates (plus state regulated fees) do not meet the urban rate floor.”  Id. at 

¶ 239.   

On June 10, 2014, the FCC altered the schedule for the imposition of rate floor penalties, 

effectively requiring carriers to ensure that their 2016 rate floor obligations are met no later than 

June 1, 2016.  See In the Matter of Connect America Fund et al., Report and Order, Declaratory 

Ruling, Order, Memorandum Opinion and Order, Seventh Order on Reconsideration, and Further 

Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, FCC 14-54, ¶¶ 79-80. 

PRTC’s proposed rate adjustment is thus necessary to preserve its ability to receive these 

USF subsidies that are important to its ability to provide telephone and information services in its 

high-cost rural service territory.  Without a minimum rate sufficient to meet the FCC’s new rate 

floor, high-cost carriers like PRTC will lose significant federal funding that has historically 

allowed these carriers to provide service to the most costly, rural customers.  That loss of federal 

funding will threaten the financial existence of these rural carriers like PRTC, who have 

important obligations under federal and state law as carriers of last resort.  Moreover, the loss of 

those subsidies would increase the pressure for PRTC to raise its rates even higher than the 
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federal rate floor sought here because any loss of federal funds would lead to a need for PRTC to 

make up that revenue directly from its customer-members.   

*   *   *   *   *   * 

In support of its Application, PRTC states as follows: 

1. Pursuant to 807 KAR 5:001, Section 14(1):  (i) the full name of the applicant is 

Peoples Rural Telephone Cooperative Corporation, Inc.; (ii) the mailing address of the applicant 

is 1080 Main Street South, P.O. Box 159, McKee, KY 40447-0159; and (iii) the electronic 

mailing address of the applicant is Keith.Gabbard@prtc.org.  

2. Pursuant to 807 KAR 5:001, Section 14(2), PRTC states that it is currently in 

good standing in the Commonwealth of Kentucky, where it is incorporated.  A certified copy of 

PRTC’s Articles of Incorporation and all amendments thereto is on file with the Commission in 

Case No. 2014-00305. 

3. Pursuant to 807 KAR 5:001, Section 16(1)(b)(1), PRTC provides the following 

statement of the reason the adjustment is requested.  Further details are provided in Exhibit 1 of 

this Application. 

a. PRTC was established in 1950 as a member owned cooperative to provide local 

telephone service to business and individual members within the exchanges of McKee, Annville, 

Booneville, and Sand Gap (“Service Territory”).  PRTC is a rural incumbent local exchange 

carrier serving all of Owsley and Jackson Counties in eastern Kentucky.  PRTC is a rural 

incumbent local exchange carrier serving all of Owsley and Jackson Counties in eastern 

Kentucky.  At year-end 2016, PRTC provided 5,490 residential lines and 1,026 business lines to 

its members.  PRTC is an eligible telecommunications carrier (“ETC”) in the communities it 

serves and is also the carrier of last resort (“COLR”) in its Service Territory. The Universal 
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Service Administrative Company reported that PRTC would receive $3,690,138 universal 

service support including High Cost Loop Support (“HCLS”) to support its COLR 

responsibilities in its Service Territory for 2016 and $3.4M in calendar year 2017.1  As a high 

cost company, all HCLS revenues are crucial for the company to continue to meet its COLR 

responsibilities and to continue to bring advanced services to the communities it serves.   

b. This proceeding was motivated by an order of the FCC that implemented 

“a rule to limit high-cost support where end-user rates do not meet a specified local rate floor.”  

See ICC/USF Order at ¶ 235.   

c. Under the rule, local exchange carriers such as PRTC must meet a 

specified rate floor in each year in order to be eligible to receive the maximum possible amount 

of HCLS funding from the FCC.  Failure to meet the rate floor by the deadline will result in a 

reduction in HCLS funding that the carrier could have otherwise received for that year.  

ICC/USF Order at ¶¶ 133, 238-40.  Therefore, PRTC requires an adjustment of its rates to 

comply with the FCC’s 2017 rate floor, thereby maintaining eligibility for the 2017-2018 

maximum amount of HCLS funding. 

4. The requirements of 807 KAR 5:001, Section 16(1)(b)(2), are inapplicable 

because PRTC does not operate under an assumed name pursuant to KRS 365.015. 

5. Pursuant to 807 KAR 5:001, Section 16(1)(b)(3), PRTC has attached its proposed 

tariff, in such form as is required by 807 KAR 5:011, as part of Exhibit 2.  The proposed 

effective date of the proposed tariff is May 31, 2017, at least 30 days from the date the 

Application is filed.   

                                                 
1 As of March 1, 2017: http://www.universalservice.org/about/tools/fcc/filings/default.aspx 
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6. Pursuant to 807 KAR 5:001, Section 16(1)(b)(4), PRTC has attached as part of 

Exhibit 2 its present tariff using italicizing, underscoring, and strikethroughs to show proposed 

revisions. 

7. Pursuant to 807 KAR 5:001, Section 16(1)(b)(5), PRTC states that notice has 

been given in compliance with 807 KAR 5:001, Section 17, as described below: 

a. Pursuant 807 KAR 5:001, Section 17(1), PRTC has posted at its place of 

business a copy of the Public Notice and will, within five days of the filing of the Application, 

post on its website a copy of the Public Notice and a hyperlink to the location on the 

Commission’s website where the case documents are available.  A copy of the Public Notice is 

attached hereto as part of Exhibit 3. 

b. Pursuant to 807 KAR 5:001, Section 17(2), PRTC, which has more than 

twenty (20) customers and is not a sewage utility, has provided notice by has provided notice to 

its customers by including the notice with customer bills mailed no later than the date the 

Application is submitted to the Commission. A copy of the notice sent to customers is attached 

hereto as part of Exhibit 3. 

c. Pursuant to 807 KAR 5:001, Section 17(3), an affidavit verifying PRTC’s 

provision of the required notice to its customers is attached hereto as part of Exhibit 3. 

d. Pursuant to 807 KAR 5:001, Section 17(4), PRTC states that the Public 

Notice attached to this Application as Exhibit 3 complies with all “Notice Content” requirements 

prescribed by regulation because it contains all of the following elements: 

i. The proposed effective date and the date the proposed rates are 

expected to be filed with the Commission; 
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ii. The present rates and proposed rates for each customer 

classification to which the proposed rates will apply; 

iii. The amount of the change requested in both dollar amounts and 

percentage change for each customer classification to which the 

proposed rates will apply; 

iv. The effect upon the average bill for each customer classification 

for the proposed rate change in basic local service; 

v. A statement that a person may examine this Application at PRTC’s 

offices; 

vi. A statement that a person may examine this Application at the 

Commission’s offices located at 211 Sower Boulevard, Frankfort, 

Kentucky, Monday through Friday, 8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., or 

through the Commission’s Web site at http://psc.ky.gov; 

vii. A statement that comments regarding the Application may be 

submitted to the Commission through its Web site or by mail to 

Public Service Commission, Post Office Box 615, Frankfort, 

Kentucky 40602; 

viii. A statement that the rates contained in this notice are the rates 

proposed by PRTC but that the Commission may order rates to be 

charged that differ from the proposed rates contained in the notice; 

ix. A statement that a person may submit a timely written request for 

intervention to the Public Service Commission, Post Office Box 
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615, Frankfort, Kentucky 40602, establishing the grounds for the 

request including the status and interest of the party; and 

x. A statement that if the Commission does not receive a written 

request for intervention within thirty (30) days of initial 

publication or mailing of the notice, the Commission may take 

final action on the Application. 

8. The requirements of 807 KAR 5:001, Section 16(1)(b)(6), are inapplicable 

because PRTC is not a water district. 

9. Pursuant to 807 KAR 5:001, Section 16(2), PRTC states that it notified the 

Commission in writing of its intent to file the Application on March 3, 2017, at least thirty (30) 

days but not more than sixty (60) days prior to filing the Application.  A copy of the notice of 

intent is included as Exhibit 4 of this Application. Pursuant to 807 KAR 5:001, Section 16(2)(a), 

the notice of intent stated if the Application will be supported by a historical test period or a fully 

forecasted test period.  Pursuant to 807 KAR 5:001, Section 16(2)(c), PRTC sent by electronic 

mail a .pdf copy of the notice of intent to the Attorney General’s Office of Rate Intervention 

(rateintervention@ag.ky.gov) upon filing it with the Commission. A copy of this email, 

including the attached notice of intent, is included as part of Exhibit 4 of this Application. 

10. The provisions of 807 KAR 5:001, Section 16(3), are inapplicable because PRTC 

is not an electric utility. 

11. Pursuant to 807 KAR 5:001, Section 16(4)(a), a narrative summary of the 

particular circumstances that justify and support PRTC’s Application, including a statement of 

the reason the adjustment is required, is attached hereto as Exhibit 1 and is incorporated herein 
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by reference.  Exhibit 1 is filed subject to a Petition for Confidential Treatment pursuant to 807 

KAR 5:001, Section 13, filed contemporaneously with this Application. 

12. As more fully explained in PRTC’s Motion for Waiver of Certain Rate 

Application Requirements (“Motion for Waiver”) filed contemporaneously with this Application, 

PRTC seeks waiver of 807 KAR 5:001, Section 16(4)(b), requiring the applicant’s witnesses’ 

prepared testimony.   

13. The requirements of 807 KAR 5:001, Section 16(4)(c) are inapplicable because 

PRTC has gross annual revenues in excess of $5,000,000.00. 

14. Pursuant to 807 KAR 5:001, Section 16(4)(d), PRTC estimates that the total 

amount of revenue resulting from the proposed rate adjustment will be a net increase of 

$128,690. 

15. The requirements of 807 KAR 5:001, Section 16(4)(e), are inapplicable because 

PRTC is not an electric, gas, sewage, or water utility.   

16. Pursuant to 807 KAR 5:001, Section 16(4)(f), PRTC states that the proposed rate 

adjustment will increase the average residential affected customer bill by $3.00 and the average 

business affected customer bill by $3.90.  Additional details regarding the anticipated impact on 

affected customers are set forth in Exhibit 1. 

17. Pursuant to 807 KAR 5:001, Section 16(4)(g), PRTC states that PRTC’s 

Residential and Business customer classes will be affected by the proposed rate adjustment.  

PRTC’s analysis of customers’ bills and the corresponding revenue impact are provided in 

PRTC’s responses to the requirements of Section 16(4)(d) and 16(4)(f) in paragraphs 14 and 16 

above. 
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18. Pursuant to 807 KAR 5:001, Section 16(4)(h), PRTC states that parts A and B of 

its 2016 RUS operating report containing its TIER calculation, which assesses PRTC’s actual 

revenue position compared to its required operating revenues, is attached as Exhibit 5.  To the 

extent the Commission believes this section imposes additional requirements relevant to this 

Application, PRTC respectfully seeks waiver of those requirements for the reasons set forth in its 

accompanying Motion for Waiver. 

19. As more fully explained in PRTC’s Motion for Waiver, PRTC seeks waiver of 

807 KAR 5:001, Section 16(4)(i), requiring a reconciliation of the rate base and capital used to 

determine revenue requirements.   

20. Pursuant to 807 KAR 5:001, Section 16(4)(j), PRTC states the its current chart of 

accounts was provided in Case 2014-00305 and is unchanged. 

21. Pursuant to 807 KAR 5:001, Section 16(4)(k), a copy of PRTC’s independent 

auditor’s annual opinion report is included in Exhibit 6.  The other requirements of this section 

are inapplicable because PRTC’s independent auditor has not indicated “the existence of a 

material weakness in [PRTC]’s internal controls.”   

22. The requirements in 807 KAR 5:001, Section 16(4)(l), are inapplicable because 

PRTC has not been audited by the FCC. 

23. Pursuant to 807 KAR 5:001, Section 16(4)(m), PRTC states that its most recent 

PSC Form T is on file with the Commission. 

24. Pursuant to 807 KAR 5:001, Section 16(4)(n), PRTC states a schedule identifying 

current depreciation rates used by major plant accounts was provided in Case 2014-00305 and is 

unchanged. To the extent the Commission believes this section requires more information than 
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PRTC has provided, PRTC seeks waiver of 807 KAR 5:001, Section 16(4)(n) for the reasons set 

for in its Motion for Waiver.  

25. Pursuant to 807 KAR 5:001, Section 16(4)(o), requiring a schedule of detailed 

information regarding all software, programs, and models used to prepare the Application, PRTC 

states that it utilized no specialized software, program, or models, and relied on Microsoft Word 

and Microsoft Excel to prepare the Application and supporting exhibits.   

26. The requirements of 807 KAR 5:001, Section 16(4)(p), are inapplicable because 

PRTC has never made a stock or bond offering. 

27. The requirements of 807 KAR 5:001, Section 16(4)(q), are inapplicable because 

PRTC does not provide a formal annual report to its members.  Instead, PRTC invites its 

members to an annual meeting to review and discuss its operations.  To the extent the 

Commission believes this section requires the provision of additional materials, PRTC seeks 

waiver of those requirements for the reasons set forth in its accompanying Motion for Waiver. 

28. As more fully explained in PRTC’s Motion for Waiver, PRTC seeks waiver of 

807 KAR 5:001, Section 16(4)(r), requiring monthly managerial reports.   

29. The requirements of 807 KAR 5:001, Section 16(4)(s), are inapplicable because 

PRTC is not required to file the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission’s Form 10-K, Form 

8-K, or Form 10-Q. 

30. The requirements of 807 KAR 5:001, Section 16(4)(t), are inapplicable because 

PRTC has not had any amounts charged or allocated to it by an affiliate or general or home 

office, and has not paid any monies to an affiliate or a general or home office during the test 

period or during the previous three (3) calendar years. 
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31. The requirements of 807 KAR 5:001, Section 16(4)(u), are inapplicable because 

PRTC is not an electric, gas, sewage, or water utility.  

32. The requirements of 807 KAR 5:001, Section 16(4)(v), are inapplicable because 

PRTC has fewer than 50,000 access lines. 

33. The requirements of 807 KAR 5:001, Section 16(5), are inapplicable because 

PRTC’s Application does not include any pro forma adjustments.  To the extent the Commission 

believes the requirements of this section apply to this Application, PRTC respectfully seeks 

waiver of those requirements for the reasons set forth in its accompanying Motion for Waiver. 

34. The requirements of 807 KAR 5:001, Section 16(6), are inapplicable because 

PRTC is not requesting a general adjustment in rates supported by a fully forecasted test period. 

35. The requirements of 807 KAR 5:001, Section 16(7), are inapplicable because 

PRTC is not requesting a general adjustment in rates supported by a fully forecasted test period. 

36. The requirements of 807 KAR 5:001, Section 16(8), are inapplicable because 

PRTC is not requesting a general adjustment in rates supported by a fully forecasted test period. 

37. Pursuant to ¶ 3.a of the 2013 Rate Floor Order, PRTC has provided an estimate of 

the annual revenue to be received in 2017 from HCLS in Exhibit 1, Attachment A. 

38. Pursuant to ¶ 3.b of the 2013 Rate Floor Order, PRTC has provided an estimate of 

the annual revenue to be lost due to adjustment of terminating access rates in the “Financial 

Support for Filing” section of Exhibit 1. 

39. Pursuant to ¶ 3.c of the 2013 Rate Floor Order, PRTC has provided an estimate of 

the annual revenue to be generated by the tariff changes in Exhibit 1 and in response to the 

requirements of 807 KAR 5:001, Section 16(4)(d), in paragraph 14 above. 







REDACTED FOR PUBLIC DISCLOSURE 

Peoples Rural Telephone Coop. Corp., Inc. 
Case 2017-00085 

Company information 

Exhibit 1 

The full name and address the company is Peoples Rural Telephone Coop. Corp. , Inc. 

("PRTC"), 1080 Main Street South , P.O. Box 159, McKee, KY 40447-01 59. PRTC was 

established in 1950 as a member-owned cooperative to provide local telephone service to 

business and individual members within the exchanges of McKee, Annville, Booneville , and 

Sand Gap ("Service Territory"). PRTC is a rural incumbent local exchange carrier serving all of 

Owsley and Jackson Counties in eastern Kentucky. At year-end 2016, PRTC provided 5,490 

residential lines and 1,026 business lines to its members. 

PRTe is an eligible telecommunications carrier (" ETC") in the communities it 

serves and is also the carrier of last resort ("COLR") in its Service Territory . The Universal 

Service Administrative Company reported that PRTC would receive $3,690,138 in universal 

service support including High Cost Loop Support ("HCLS") to support its COLR 

responsibilities in its Service Territory for 20 16 and S3.4M in calendar year 20 17.1 As a high 

cost company, all HCLS revenues are crucial for the company to continue to meet its COLR 

responsibilities and to continue to bring advanced services to the communities it serves. As 

di scussed below, PRTC's receipt of its full HCLS support requires it to meet minimum pricing 

levels imposed by the Federal Communications Commission ("FCC"). 

A schedule o f the company's quarterly high cost support is provided in Attachment A of 

this Exhibit. Historic access line counts as reported to the National Exchange Carrier 

Association, are provided in Attachment B. 

j As of March 1, 201 7: http: //www.ulliversalservicc.org/about/tools/fcC/lilings/dcfault.aspx 



REDACTED FOR PUBLIC DISCLOSURE 

Peoples Rural Telephone Coop. Corp., Inc. 
Case 2017-00085 

Description and Reason for Filing 

Exhibit 1 

With this filing, PRTC proposes to increase its basic residential local service rates by 

$3.00, to $21.00 per month and to rai se business rates by $3.90 to $25.00. PRTC will offset this 

increase to its members by expanding local calling area to include the entire state of Kentucky. 

Additionally, the company will provide all of its members with voicemail service, a savings of 

$3.95 per month. 

This filing is made in response to the FCC's November 18, 2011 order (the 

"Transformation Order"f mandating minimum local residential service rate levels as a condition 

to continued receipt of certain federal universal service support. The FCC ordered that Local 

Exchange Carriers would remain eligible to receive HCLS in a study area only if their rates for 

residential local exchange service are at or above the rate floor on June I of every year, 

beginning in 2012.3 Failure to meet the rate floor results in forfeiture of the HCLS that the carrier 

would have otherwise received for that year.4 The rate floors were established as follows: 

$ 10.00, effective June 1, 2012; $ 14.00, effective June 1, 2013; $ 16.00, effective December I, 

2014; $ 18.00 effective June I, 20 16; and $20.00 effective June I, 20 1 7.~ 

This is PRTC's third rate increase necess itated by the FCC's rate floor. In its 2014 

filing,6 PRTC offset its rate increase with improvements to broadband speeds and the inclusion 

2 IlIlhe Maller o/Collneel Alllerica j;imd el aI. , Report and Order and Further Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, FCC 
11-161 (Nov. 18, 2011). 
J See Transfonnation Order; IVirelille Compelilioll Bureau Alllloullces Resulls o/Urban ROle Survey /or Voice 
Services ; Seeks COII/lllelll 011 Pelilionfor Exlellsioll of Tillie 10 COli/ply willi New Rale Floor, Public Not icc, DA 14-
384 (March 20, 2014) (establishing 2014 Rate Floor); Rcport and Order, Declaratory Ruling, Order, Memorandum 
Opinion And Order, Seventh Order On Reconsideration, and Further Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, FCC 14-54 
(June 10, 2014) (" Reconsideration Order") (modifying 2014 Rate Floor 10 allow for a phase-in of the residential rate 
noor). 
4 TransfonnatiOIl Order at 239 
S Reconsideration Order at ~ 80. 
6 See generally, IlIlhe Maller of TarijJFilillg 0/ Peoples Rural Telepholle Cooperalil'e Corporalioll, Illc. KY P.S.c. 
Case 2014-00305 
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REDACTED FOR PUBLIC DISCLOSURE 

Peoples Rural Telephone Coop. Corp., Inc. 
Case 2017-00085 

Exhibit 1 

of Caller 10 with its bas ic service package; in its 20 16 fii ing,7 PRTC offset its increase by 

expanding local calling to twenty. four adjacent exchanges.8 Absent a stay by the FCC, PRTC 

will be forced to request a fourth local rate increase to a yet to be determined urban rate in June, 

20 18. 

Proposed Revisions and Customer Impact 

With this filing, PR Te proposes to raise its residential rates by $3 to $2 1.00, satisfying 

the 20 17 residential rate floor 0[$20.00, and its business rates by $3.90 to $25.00. 

PRTC anticipates that its average residential subscriber wi ll have an 8.9% increase in 

monthly local service charges and its bus iness customers wi ll have an increase of 1O.3%? In 

order to mitigate the effect of the increases, PRTC proposes to aga in provide value-added 

benefi ts to its all of subscribers by increasing the number of exchanges included as extended area 

service ("EAS") to a llow PRTC's subscribers to enjoy toll-free calling state wide. By doing so, 

PRTC will provide its members with an EAS area that wi ll convert more than half its remaining 

toll routes to local; combined with its prior fi ling, nearly 80% of the historic domestic toll calling 

by its subscribers will cease to be billable ca lls effective with this change. PRTC believes 

The FCC's Transformation Order is intended to raise all local rates to be comparable to 

the national "urban average." This EAS expansion wi ll a llow PRTC to provide a correspondingly 

urban level of local calling. Additionally, because the Transformation Order currently 

anticipates another rate increase in June, 2018, PRTC's proposed increase to its residential 

subscribers may allow it to avoid, or at least min imize, its need to raise rates yet again next year. 

7 See generally , III the Maller of TarifJFiling of Peoples Rural Telephone Cooperalive Corporatioll, Illc. KY P.S.c. 
Case 20 \6-00044 
8 See generally, In the Maller of TarifJFiling of Peoples Rural Telephone Cooperative Corporation, Illc. KY P.S.C. 
Case 2016-00044 
9 When measured against the typical service. Approximately 5-\0% of PRTC subscribers purchase only a basic 
phone line from the company. The remainder purchase additional services, including features , long distance calling, 
broadband and other services that are not ineluded in the base percentage for this rate change. 
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REDACTED FOR PUBLIC DISCLOSURE 

Peoples Rural Telephone Coop. Corp., Inc. 
Case 2017-00085 

Financial Impact 

Exhibit 1 

As a consequence of expanding its EAS calling scope, PRTC will forgo intrastate 

originating switched access fees previously billed to the interexchange carriers on routes it will 

convert from toll to EAS. Additionally, to terminate the traffic to these exchanges, PRTC will 

pay a contracted interexchange carri er as its underl ying service provider. Hence, the terminating 

charges and the lost interexchange carrier revenues are costs that PRTC expects to incur in 

expanding its EAS call ing. 

PRTC proposes to raise rates for residential and business subscribers to $2 1.00 and 

$25.00 , respectively and to provide state-wide local calling. While its proposed local rate 

increases are above what are mandated by the 201 7 rate floor, they are balanced by the cost of its 

expanded EAS and the value of the expanded toll to PRTC's subscribers. 

In its 201 6 EAS expansion, PRTC estimated that its residential rate increase minus its 

cost of expanding EAS would generate a modest annual net loss of $21 K. After its 201 6 EAS 

expansion, however, PRTC experienced a 137% increase in calls on its network to the newly 

converted local ca lling areas - far above the stimulation it had anticipated. As a result, PRTC's 

annual loss assoc iated with its expanded calling is more than double its previous estimate of 

$2IK. The volume of traffic carried on its network suggests that the company's effort to bring 

value to its members has been largely successful , PRTC is seeking to balance the costs of its 

local calling expansions with local rate increases. Accordingly, PRTC is seeking an increase of 

$3 - $ 1 more than the 201 7 rate floor requires - for its residential subscribers and $3 .90 for its 

business customers. PR TC will also provide vo icemail to all of its residential and business 

subscribers. 
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REDACTED FOR PUBLIC DISCLOSURE 

Peoples Rural Telephone Coop. Corp., Inc. 
Case 2017-00085 

Exhibit 1 

Depending on their individual calling needs and rates paid for toll charges, PRTC 

expected its 201 6 and 201 7 rate rebalancing filings would offer an opportuni ty for its members 

to reduce their monthly telephone service charges by converting previously billed toll to unbilled 

EAS while bringing customer traffi c back onto its landline telephone network. As the larger 

consumer of long distance, PRTC's business customers in particular are expected to enjoy the 

greatest savings for state-wide calling. Following its last rate floor filing and expanded local 

ca lling, PRTC's monthly toll bills to its long di stance customers was reduced by approximately 

$5 per line. Accordingly, the rates proposed in this filing reflect the balance of the va lue added 

services PRTC seeks to provide its members. 

As described in Attachment C of this Exhibit, PRTC estimates that its res idential and 

business rate increases minus the costs associated with its greatly expanded call ing area will 

create a net impact of approx imately $128,690 per year. Even without the expanded EAS offset, 

however, as shown in the financial support section of this Exhibit, the impact of the FCC's 

Transfonnation Order warrants the rate increase proposed in this fil ing. 

Financial Support for Filing 

The FCC's Transformation Order included two requirements that had an immediate 

impact on state revenues and local service. First, the Transformation Order imposed financial 

penalties on companies that fail to meet the annual residential rate floor. Second, the 

Transfonnation Order capped and reduced charges associated with state access and rec iprocal 

compensation. Combined, these items reduced state revenues and introduced additional potential 

losses that put pressure on PRTC to raise its local service rates to meet the FCC's rate floor. 

Beginning in June 201 7, companies that fail to meet the 201 7 rate floor will lose a dollar 

in HCLS funding for every dollar they are below the residential rate floor. PRTC is seeking to 

5 



REDACTED FOR PUBLIC DISCLOSURE 

Peoples Rural Telephone Coop. Corp., Inc. 
Case 2017-00085 

Exhi bit 1 

increase its local exchange rates to meet the rate floor and avoid a reduction in its HCLS. As 

shown below, raising its residential rates allows PRTC to avoid losing $131 ,760 per year in 

HCLS, which constitutes approximately 4% of its tota l anticipated Universal Service Support. 

Subscribers Current Rate FCC Floor Retained HCLS 
Residential 
Based on year end 2016 5,490 $ 18.00 $ 20.00 $ 13 1,760 

Annual Universal Service Support (See Attachment 1) $3,387,01 8 

Supoort at risk absent a rate increase 4% 

Included in tbe FCC's Transformation Order is a requirement that carri ers cap and reduce 

their reciprocal , state, and interstate inter-carrier compensation rates ("Access Cap"). The initial 

Access Cap was based on fiscal year 20 I I revenues. 10 As mandated by the FCC, the Access Cap 

is reduced by 5% each year. As shown in the step-down of Eligible Access Recovery (as 

depicted in the fo ll owing table), the cumulative FCC-mandated reduction in PRTC's access 

revenue recovery through the upcoming fi scal period ending June, 20 18 is 

Access Cap 
Incremental 
Reduction 

Cumulative 
Reduction 

Percent 
Lost 

This is the third rate increase tiled by PRTC to meet the FCC residential rate floor. In its 

December 1, 2014 and June 1, 2016 filings, PRTC forecast a net increase in revenues of $79K 

per year, and experienced net reduction of $45K per year, respectively. This filing expands the 

10 October 1, 2010 through September 30, 2011. 
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defini tion of local calling to be state-wide, creating net revenues of $ 129K per year. As shown 

above, however, PRTC's aggregate net revenue increases resulting from its three filings remain 

well below the cumulative reduction in access revenues. Combined, the three filings have 

resulted in anticipated net revenues of $3 12K through the 201 7-201 8 fiscal period; ••••• 

in cumulative FCC-mandated reduction in its access revenue recovery for 

the same period. 

Summary 

The FCC 's Transformation Order continues to dramatically change the revenue sources 

that have been historically available to high cost rural telephone companies like PRTC and which 

have been used to meet their COLR obligation and to expand the availability of advanced 

broadband services to their customers. Unfortunately, for many of these affected companies, 

doing so requires upward pressure on local service rates. Because PRTC faces competition and 

is a not-for-profit , member-owned cooperative, the company would not have chosen to impose 

rate increases on its subscribers absent compelling pressure from the FCC. As shown in this 

documentation, PRTC has no realisti c options except to meet the FCC's 2017 Rate Floor, and it 

is proposing reasonable measures to mitigate the effects of the rate change. For these reasons, 

PRTC respectfully requests that its tariff revisions be approved. 
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Report 
Cycle 

State SAC Study Area Name

 Connect 
America 

Fund ICC 
Monthly 
Support 

 HCL 
Monthly 
Support 

 ICLS 
Monthly 
Support 

 Total High 
Cost 

Monthly 

 HCL 
Quarterly 
Support 

1Q16 KY 260415 PEOPLES RURAL COOP 142,102$ 314,576$    215,176$ 671,854$     943,728$    
2Q16 KY 260415 PEOPLES RURAL COOP 142,102$ 306,404$    215,176$ 663,682$     919,212$    
3Q16 KY 260415 PEOPLES RURAL COOP 142,102$ 294,490$    228,434$ 665,026$     883,470$    
4Q16 KY 260415 PEOPLES RURAL COOP 142,102$ 314,576$    215,176$ 671,854$     943,728$    

2016 Annualized Total High Cost Loop Support 3,690,138$ 

1Q17 KY 260415 PEOPLES RURAL COOP 120,104$ 283,991$    209,649$ 613,744$     851,972$    
2Q17 KY 260415 PEOPLES RURAL COOP 120,104$ 280,512$    209,649$ 610,265$     841,537$    

2017 Annualized Total High Cost Loop Support 3,387,018$ 



 
 

Exhibit l, Attachment B has been omitted 
from the public filing. It has been provided 
under a petition for confidential treatment 
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Proposed Tariff Pages (To be Filed) 
  



PEOPLES RURAL TELEPHONE PSC KY TARIFF NO. 1 
COOPERATIVE CORPORATION, INC. SECTION 7 
Local Exchange Tariff 3rd Revised Sheet 4 
 Replaces 2nd Revised Sheet 4 
 

LOCAL EXCHANGE SERVICE 
 

III.  LOCAL EXCHANGE SERVICE RATES AND CHARGES 
   

1. The rates quoted herein also entitle the subscribers of this exchange to call, without 
additional charge, subject to usage caps provided for in (2), below, the exchanges listed 
in Section C of this Tariff. 

 
2. Services are for normal residential and business use, exclusive of autodialing, 

telemarketing, or other similar services that would generate unusually high volumes of 
outbound traffic.  The Company reserves the right to identify and modify the terms of 
service to subscribers identified as exceeding typical usage including the introduction of 
usage caps, if necessary. 

   
A. Residence Monthly Local Exchange Access Line Rates (1) 
 

Exchange NPA/NXX 1-Party  
 
McKee (606-287)  $21.00 (I)  
 
Annville (606-364)  $21.00 (I)  
 
Sand Gap (606-965)  $21.00 (I)  
 
Boonville (606-593)  $21.00 (I)  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(1)  Rates for Access Line Service do not include a charge for an instrument or other customer 
premises equipment. 
  

Issue Date:  April 28, 2017 
Effective Date:  May 31, 2017 
 

Issued by:  /s/ Keith Gabbard   
Keith Gabbard, Manager 
 

By Authority of Order of the Public Service Commission in 
Case No. 2017-00085 dated ___________. 



PEOPLES RURAL TELEPHONE PSC KY TARIFF NO. 1 
COOPERATIVE CORPORATION, INC. SECTION 7 
Local Exchange Tariff 1st Revised Sheet 5.1 
 Replaces Original Sheet 5.1 
 

LOCAL EXCHANGE SERVICE 
 

III.  LOCAL EXCHANGE SERVICE RATES AND CHARGES 
 

C. LOCAL CALLING AREAS 
(C) 

All Company exchanges will receive local calling to any exchange within the State of 
Kentucky. 

(C) 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Issue Date:  April 28, 2017 
Effective Date:  May 31, 2017 
 

Issued by:  /s/ Keith Gabbard   
Keith Gabbard, Manager 
 

By Authority of Order of the Public Service Commission in 
Case No. 2017-00085 dated _____________.  



PEOPLES RURAL TELEPHONE PSC KY TARIFF NO. 1 
COOPERATIVE CORPORATION, INC. SECTION 7 
Local Exchange Tariff 2nd Revised Sheet 5 
 Replaces 1st Revised Sheet 5 
 

LOCAL EXCHANGE SERVICE 
 

III.  LOCAL EXCHANGE SERVICE RATES AND CHARGES (continued) 
 

B. Business Monthly Local Exchange Access Line Rates (1) 
 

Exchange NPA/NXX 1-Party  PBX       
 
McKee (606-287) $25.00 (I)  $34.00  
 
Annville (606-364) $25.00 (I)  $34.00  
 
Sand Gap (606-965) $25.00 (I)  $34.00  
 
Boonville (606-593) $25.00 (I)   $34.00  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(1)  Rates for Access Line Service do not include a charge for an instrument or other customer 
premises equipment. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Issue Date:  April 28, 2017 
Effective Date:  May 31, 2017 
 

Issued by:  /s/ Keith Gabbard   
Keith Gabbard, Manager 
 

By Authority of Order of the Public Service Commission in 
Case No. 2017-00085 dated ___________. 
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Proposed Tariff Pages (with Black Line) 
 



PEOPLES RURAL TELEPHONE PSC KY TARIFF NO. 1 
COOPERATIVE CORPORATION, INC. SECTION 7 
Local Exchange Tariff 2nd 3rd Revised Sheet 4 
 Replaces 1st 2nd Revised Sheet 4 
 

LOCAL EXCHANGE SERVICE 
 

III.  LOCAL EXCHANGE SERVICE RATES AND CHARGES 
   

1. The rates quoted herein also entitle the subscribers of this exchange to call, without 
additional charge, subject to usage caps provided for in (2), below, the exchanges listed 
in Section C of this Tariff. 

 
2. Services are for normal residential and business use, exclusive of autodialing, 

telemarketing, or other similar services that would generate unusually high volumes of 
outbound traffic.  The Company reserves the right to identify and modify the terms of 
service to subscribers identified as exceeding typical usage including the introduction of 
usage caps, if necessary. 

   
A. Residence Monthly Local Exchange Access Line Rates (1) 
 

Exchange NPA/NXX 1-Party  
 
McKee (606-287) $18.00 $21.00 (I)  
 
Annville (606-364) $18.00 $21.00 (I)  
 
Sand Gap (606-965) $18.00 $21.00 (I)  
 
Boonville (606-593) $18.00 $21.00 (I)  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(1)  Rates for Access Line Service do not include a charge for an instrument or other customer 
premises equipment. 
  

Issue Date:  April 18, 2016April 28, 2017 
Effective Date:  June 1, 2016May 31, 2017 
 

Issued by:  /s/ Keith Gabbard   
Keith Gabbard, Manager 
 

By Authority of Order of the Public Service Commission in 
Case No. 2017-00085 dated ___________. 



PEOPLES RURAL TELEPHONE PSC KY TARIFF NO. 1 
COOPERATIVE CORPORATION, INC. SECTION 7 
Local Exchange Tariff 1st Revised Sheet 5.1 
 Replaces Original Sheet 5.1 
 

LOCAL EXCHANGE SERVICE 
 

III.  LOCAL EXCHANGE SERVICE RATES AND CHARGES 
 

C. LOCAL CALLING AREAS 
(C) 

All Company exchanges will receive local calling to the areas listed below:any exchange 
within the State of Kentucky. 

(C) 
 
Annville 
Beattyville 
Berea 
Boonville 
Brodhead 
Buckhorn 
Canoe 
Corbin 
Dwarf 
E. Bernstadt 
Hazard 
Irvine 
Jackson 
Kirksville 
Leatherwood 
Livingston 
London 
Manchester 
McKee 
Mt Vernon 
Oneida 
Richmond 
Sand Gap 
Vicco 
Waco 

 
Issue Date:  April 18, 2016April 28, 2017 
Effective Date:  June 1, 2016May 31, 2017 
 

Issued by:  /s/ Keith Gabbard   
Keith Gabbard, Manager 
 

By Authority of Order of the Public Service Commission in 
Case No. 2017-00085 dated _____________.  



PEOPLES RURAL TELEPHONE PSC KY TARIFF NO. 1 
COOPERATIVE CORPORATION, INC. SECTION 7 
Local Exchange Tariff 1st 2nd Revised Sheet 5 
 Replaces 1st Revised Original Sheet 5 
 

LOCAL EXCHANGE SERVICE 
 

III.  LOCAL EXCHANGE SERVICE RATES AND CHARGES (continued) 
 

B. Business Monthly Local Exchange Access Line Rates (1) 
 

Exchange NPA/NXX 1-Party  PBX       
 
McKee (606-287) $21.1025.00 (I) $34.00  
 
Annville (606-364) $21.1025.00 (I) $34.00  
 
Sand Gap (606-965) $21.1025.00 (I) $34.00  
 
Boonville (606-593) $21.1025.00 (I)  $34.00  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(1)  Rates for Access Line Service do not include a charge for an instrument or other customer 
premises equipment. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Issue Date:  April 18, 2016April 28, 2017 
Effective Date:  June 1, 2016May 31, 2017 
 

Issued by:  /s/ Keith Gabbard   
Keith Gabbard, Manager 
 

By Authority of Order of the Public Service Commission in 
Case No. 2017-00085 dated ___________. 
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On or around April 28, Peoples Rural Telephone Coop. Corp., Inc. will file with the KY Public 
Service Commission an increase in basic local service rates charged to residential subscribers 
due to a Federal Communication Commission mandate. With this change, residential rates are 
proposed to increase by $3 from $18 to $21. Business rates are proposed to increase $3.90 from 
$21.10 to $25. If approved by the PSC, the effective date of this rate change will be May 31, 
2017.  We anticipate the average residential and business increases will be 8.9% and 10.3%, 
respectively, however based on their calling patterns, many of our members may actually see a 
reduction in their bills. 
 
With this change all calls within the state of Kentucky will become local calls and you will 
no longer be charged toll for completing direct dialed calls anywhere in the 
Commonwealth, regardless of who your long distance carrier is. 
 
This increase is mandated by recent changes enacted by the Federal Communications 
Commission which set minimal local service rate levels as a condition of continued receipt of 
federal high cost support that allows us to deploy fiber optic facilities and support advanced 
voice and broadband services.  Because this support is vital to the economic health of our 
community, we had no choice but to request this rate increase. 
 
You may examine this application at the offices of Peoples Rural Telephone Coop. Corp., Inc. 
located at 1080 Main Street South, McKee, KY 40447 during regular business hours or at the 
offices of the Kentucky Public Service Commission located at 211 Sower Boulevard, Frankfort, 
Kentucky, Monday through Friday, 8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., or through the commission’s Web 
site at http://psc.ky.gov. 
 
Comments regarding the application may be submitted to the Public Service Commission 
through its Web site or by mail to Public Service Commission, Post Office Box 615, Frankfort, 
Kentucky 40602.  Rates contained in this notice are the rates proposed by the Company but the 
Public Service Commission may order rates to be charged that differ from the proposed rates 
contained in this notice. 
 
You may submit a timely written request for intervention to the Public Service Commission, Post 
Office Box 615, Frankfort, Kentucky 40602, establishing the grounds for the request including 
the status and interest of the party.  If the Commission does not receive a written request for 
intervention within thirty (30) days of initial publication or mailing of this notice, the 
Commission may take final action on the application. 
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1

Eileen Bodamer

From: Eileen Bodamer
Sent: Friday, March 03, 2017 11:41 AM
To: 'rateintervention@ag.ky.gov'
Cc: Keith.Gabbard@prtc.org
Subject: Notice of Intent to file  CASE 2017-00085
Attachments: PRTC LOI.pdf

Please accept the attached letter as notice of intent to file a general adjustment in rates. 
 
  
 Eileen M Bodamer  
  

 

  
770.649.1886 / (f) 770.645.6545 / mobile 770.363.5870 
        415 Hepplewhite Dr., Johns Creek GA 30022 
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